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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
2018 has been another year packed with challenges, wins and
surprises.
The country has started to wake up to the grim reality of water pressures
on Mt Kenya and our catchment areas. There are a growing number
of intakes constructed from mountain streams and an unsustainable
rate of pumping directly from our river courses. With a growing need
for water each year and some communities benefitting more than
others, a review of the catchment use is of paramount importance.
People downstream have been paying the price for years. As we start
to feel the effects of climate change ever more acutely, we must all
fight harder for greater accountability. Mount Kenya Trust is working
with other stakeholders to help find solutions and lobby for practical
responses to the problem.
A second elephant underpass was built along the Mount Kenya
Elephant Corridor by the Kenya Rural Roads Authority, an incredible
gesture adding millions of shillings of cost to their original road upgrade
plans in Meru. After putting in a diversion (with a new crossing for the
elephants), excavation began and by late 2017 two large culverts were
up, one for elephants and one for water. The first elephant decided to
use the underpass in January 2018, even as major construction work
around the underpass continued.
Constraints can seem insurmountable at times but sometimes they
encourage us to think outside of the box and this leads to innovation
and new ideas. For example, if elephants leave a protected area that
is newly fenced, how do you help them get back in without causing
damage and conflict? With our partners, we came up with some ideas,
many of which were abstract and unique. Eventually we put our final
idea, an automatic, censored one-way gate, to a Kenyan security and
fencing company to refine and trial – and it’s now working! It helps that
elephants are incredibly intelligent.
Tropic Air, based close to home in Nanyuki, came on board as our
title sponsor for the 10to4 Mountain Bike Challenge. Following many
years of helicopter assistance at the event, conservation efforts on Mt
Kenya and the region as a whole, this year was their first as headline
sponsor. We are incredibly fortunate that Tropic Air see the bigger
picture and really care about Mount Kenya and wildlife.
We hope you enjoy our report and would love to hear your
feedback. Please sign up for our newsletter at our website
www.mountkenyatrust.org to keep updated.
On behalf of the board of Directors in Kenya and our Trustees in the
UK, thank you as always all for your support for our team, Mt Kenya
and the surrounding communities.

Susie Weeks
Executive Director
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2018

highlights
MKT’s vision is to protect
the integrity of the Mt Kenya
ecosystem for the welfare of
all who depend on it.

One-way Elephant Gates were
installed as part of a unique
project that allows elephants
to move into but not out of the
protected area. This prevents
elephants breaking fences,
becoming trapped in farmlands
or being tempted to crop raid.
Elephant visitors passed
through the second new
underpass the day after the
fences were realigned! Other
wildlife including wild dog
and leopard are taking full
advantage of this safe passage.
The underpass was required
due to road upgrades along the
current route.
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The inaugural Safarilink
Mount Kenya Trust Festival
event was held in March.
Events included a Threepeak climb, talks, films and
interactive sessions.
The Tropic Air 10to4
Mountain Bike Challenge
attracted over 400 mountain
bike riders and included new
races, including a horse ride
and trail run!

400,000 Trees were Planted in 2018
at several sites around the mountain
– Marania, Lower Imenti, Karuri,
Ontulili, Kiambogo and Ruthumbi.
Afrocarpus usambarensis (camphor)
seedlings were discovered at a small
group in Embu. Once dominant in
the forests, it is now rare due to
overexploitation, low seed viability,
browsing, game damage and poor
regeneration. Selective logging
since the 1970’s has removed up
to eighty percent of the species
on Mt Kenya and it is listed as
endangered on the IUCN Red List
of Threatened Species. Even finding
seeds is extremely rare. Around 2000
seedlings were planted by the Trust.

Major Renovation Work was carried
out on all ranger team bases to
improve the living conditions. This
included work to the kitchens,
latrines, water storage and solar
power.
The Critically Endangered Mountain
Bongo population is making a
regular appearance in the South
West of Mt Kenya. A new security
base along with research is
underway to enable captive bongo to
be released back into the wild.
A new Land Cruiser was bought for
the Imenti Patrol Team to enable
a stronger security presence and
response time.
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Hostile Neighbours
Humans and elephants live in close
proximity around Kenya’s highest peak.

Human-wildlife conflict is one of the greatest
challenges to wildlife management today.
Small scale agriculture and land conversion
are colliding with conservation to create a
cauldron of pressure, diminishing the balance
of coexistence and threatening lives of both
humans and wildlife.

These issues are more pronounced in highland areas
such as Mount Kenya, where plentiful rain and rich soils
mean agricultural activities are intense. Combined with
intrusion into habitat through grazing, charcoal burning,
farming, and road construction, more people are moving
into the areas where wildlife were once free to roam.
Animals also move in and out of human settlement and
range from elephant and buffalo to smaller mammals such
as primates, porcupine, hyena and leopard. Elephants are,
however, considered the most problematic.

RUMBLES
Human-elephant conflict (HEC) is defined by the IUCN/
SSC African Specialist Group as ‘any human-elephant
interaction, which results in negative effects on humansocial, economic or cultural life, on elephant conservation
or on the environment’. These conflicts are divided into
two groups: direct or indirect. Human deaths or injuries,
killing of livestock or wildlife, destruction of property
such as crops, spread of disease, deforestation and
competition for water, grass, salt licks are known as
direct conflicts. Indirect conflict is a disruption of socialeconomic activities such as school attendance, lack of
sleep, noise, insecurity or fear.

MITIGATION
Ways to keep humans and elephants apart is critical.
Surveys carried out in 2016 and 2017 shows high
elephant densities on Mt Kenya and the Aberdares (1.28
and 2.03 per square km retrospectively). These results
translate to approximately 2,600 elephants on Mt Kenya
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and 3,570 on the Aberdares. These are relatively high
populations and elephants are more or less confined to
these areas due to growing settlements on corridors of
land that previously linked them with other protected
areas.
Various efforts have been made to try and mitigate
the conflict. These include barriers to prevent wildlife
entering farms, re-establishment of wildlife corridors,
scaring or pushing animals back into the forests when
they invade, relocation of animals to different areas, or in
certain instances, euthanasia of problem animals.
MKT works with many partners to help communities
under strain from elephants and to secure and protect
habitat for everyone living in the region.

Fencing
Electric fencing is an excellent long-term solution to HEC,
as long as the fence is well maintained, and vandalism is
kept at bay. In the past two decades, MKT installed 85
kilometres of temporary fence line (Naro Moru, Warazo,
Kibirichia, Weru and Ontulili) and assisted with the building
and repair of several other community fences. These are
all managed by the local community, with technical and
equipment support from MKT and the Kenya Wildlife
Service (KWS).
In addition, the Mount Kenya Comprehensive Fence
Project was launched in 2012. This eight-strand wildlife
proof fence will encircle the 2,700 square kilometres of
habitat and will be approximately 450 kilometres in length.
The fence is being built by members of the forest adjacent
communities under the supervision of a technical team
from KWS, in partnership with Rhino Ark.

However restricting movements, isolation, inbreeding,
habitat destruction, overgrazing, and increased human
activities at the forest edge are some of the worries
that a fenced ecosystem can bring. MKT is dealing with
these issues by providing corridors so elephants can use
old migration routes and providing gates where wildlife
can enter the protected areas. This is coupled with work
on community education and engagement to make sure
everyone is on the same page.

Corridors & Gates
Whilst fences do protect people, they cut off historic
elephant migration routes. As the largest mammal
biomass, elephants structure their habitat. When isolated,
elephants cannot sustain their year-round needs and
will repeatedly destroy fences to get out. Maintaining
corridors from highlands to the lowlands is therefore
vitally important.
In the early 2000’s, elephant travel routes for Mt
Kenya were developed that suggested three places in
Northern Mt Kenya were used by elephants to migrate to
the lowlands (Vanleeuwe, 2005).
One route became a protected fenced corridor, known
as the ‘Mt Kenya elephant corridor’ traversing Marania
and Kisima farms to Ngare Ndare forest and beyond.
In 2018, two automated elephant one-way gates were
established in the Imenti region (northeast Mt Kenya)
to reduce HEC and fence breaking by annually migrating
elephants using a historic route that comes from Samburu
and Shaba. Other options being explored include corridors
through rivers and riparian lands.

ONE WAY GATES
Elephants have been known to ‘wait’ at gates until
they are allowed to move through. With this concept
in mind, two gates with sensors were installed in
the Imenti region of Mt Kenya. Never before tried or
tested, the system is operated by an ‘eye in the sky’
trigger sensor. When something taller than human
(such as an elephant) walks past the censor, the
double gates are triggered to open into the forest.
If an elephant tries to pass back through, the gates
remain closed.
This allows elephant that are outside of the
fenced area to enter the forest without destroying
fence lines or damage property. Crop-raiding
elephants are also prevented from grazing farmlands
at night then returning to the safe cover of the
forest in the day time.
In late 2018, the first bull elephants moved
through and now families too! This indicates that
more elephants feel safe to use the gate with
their young. Mount Kenya Trust, Rhino Ark jointly
managed the project with funding from the Wildlife
Conservation Society.

“The impact of the elephant corridor
project is immense, assisting elephants and
community members, who for a long time
had to bear the weight of the HEC on their
livelihoods. Before the establishment of
the corridor the community members were
spending long hours in the cold to guard their
crops, suffering long waking hours, illness,
food insecurity and sometimes death or injury
by the elephants.
The corridor, as initially envisaged, has drastically
reduced HEC in the area and increased food security.
In addition, it has provided protection for a significant
population of the African Elephant. This ensures
increased genetic diversity, access to a range of
necessary nutritional requirements and freedom of
movement within natural migration zones.
The elephant link has also greatly helped as part of
a wider effort that has brought farmers and villagers
onside in the fight against poaching. Cases of
human fatalities as a result of conflict with elephants
have ceased within community settlement areas
surrounding the corridor.

”

Humphrey Munene, MKT Field Coordinator.
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We are mount
kenya trustthe mountain
people
MKT is based on people and teamwork. The
success of conservation projects depends
entirely on those people involved.
Clockwise from top:
Delphin Mukira Health Project Officer; the Horse
Patrol Team; Charles Nyanga MKT ranger; Jimmy
Darlington Northern Area Supervisor; Imenti
Community Forest Association; the Imenti Patrol
Team; a visitor at our health programme; Ladies
working on the community tree planting projects
at Karuri and Kenya Wildlife Service ranger.
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PROTECT & CONSERVE

MT KENYA

BOOTS ON THE GROUND

45

targeted camp patrols
in hotspot areas

OVER

19,000km

covered by vehicle,
foot & horseback

32 rangers patrolling daily
4 RANGERS TEAMS:

JOINT WIDLIFE PROTECTION ~
HORSE PATROL ~ IMENTI
PATROL ~ MARANIA WILDLIFE

4 FENCING TEAMS:

3,320 domestic animals

ELEPHANT CORRIDOR ~
NARO MORU

evicted from the Park & Reserve

ALMOST

PATROLS
UNDERTAKEN

280 snares removed

1,400

51 hectares of bhang destroyed

Over 1,300

(string, wire, pit, cable)

115 charcoal kilns destroyed
& 248 bags confiscated

fence posts, firewood bundles
and timber posts recovered

35 problem animal control

94
ARRESTS
(on average 8 per month)

cases resolved

27kg of bushmeat found
36 wildlife carcasses, including elephant

FOR LOGGING, POACHING,
& other offences
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2018 Trees
Planting Sites
Kiambogo

ONTULILI (KIAMBOGO,
KANYONGO)

Location: Meru County, Buuri sub
county.
No. of trees planted: 65,486
Cause of degradation: Forest fires.
Method: Community agroforestry.
Details: Trees were planted along
the edge of the present Cypress
plantation on the steep valleys. At
Kiambogo, there is a spring where
the surrounding communities have
installed their common water intake. To
commemorate the World Environment
Day, the Trust planted a total of 1,000
indigenous bamboo mixed with other
indigenous trees along the stream.

Kanyongo

Marania

Karuri

N
Legend
Rehabilitations Sites

KARURI

Location: Ontulili Forest, Meru
County, Buuri sub-county.
No. of trees planted: 88,881
Causes of degradation: The forest
area was cleared right up to the
moorland several decades ago due
to settlement within the Reserve
boundary. These communities
were removed in 2002.
Method: Community agroforestry.
Details: MKT started
rehabilitation work in 2012 and is
the largest tree planting site to
date. The gap in the forest line
is gradually being reconnected
and the site is used to display the
success of almost a decade of
tree planting.
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MUCHEENE

Location: Meru County, Buuri sub-county.
No. of trees planted: 13,000.
Causes of degradation: Forest fires &
illegal logging.
Method: Community agroforestry.
Details: One section is an exaggerated
firebreak between cypress plantations.
Two other sections are located near the
river and along steep slopes connecting to
existing indigenous forests to create a link.

MARANIA & KBC HILL

Location: Meru County, Buuri sub-county.
No. of trees planted: 52,570.
Causes of degradation: Forest fires by honey harvesters & erosion.
Method: Enrichment & community agroforestry.
Details: At KBS Hill, planting of all 21,000 tree seedlings was completed in one
day. County government, the KFS and surrounding farms took part. At Marania,
rehabilitation at this site is unique as it is done in patches. Trees are usually
planted on slopes that are either very steep or areas that are burnt and within
the natural indigenous forest. Farmers here mostly choose to plant potatoes.

Lower Imenti
Lower Imenti
KBC
Mbeu
LOWER IMENTI

Mucheene

Location: Meru County, North Imenti sub
county.
No. of trees planted: 153,514
Causes of degradation: After the forest was
illegally logged and cleared over several
decades, a very invasive species known as
Lantana camara invaded the area preventing
any natural indigenous regeneration.
Method: Community agroforestry.
Details: A drier site compared to other
planting areas with dryland species required.
Farmers choose to cultivate either maize,
beans or groundnuts.

Ruthumbi

RUTHUMBI FOREST

Location: Meru County, South
Imenti sub county.
No. of trees planted: 10,000.
Cause of degradation: Illegal
logging.
Details: Since camphor (Ocotea
usambarensis) is endemic to the
Ruthumbi Forest, for the first
time the Trust planted 1,506
camphor seedlings alongside a
mix of other species. There are
many elephants in the area so
a fence was installed to protect
the planted trees.

WOODLOTS

Location: Imenti, Meru & Laikipia Counties.
No. of trees planted: 30,484 (23 schools and
institutions).
Cause of degradation: None.
Details: Woodlots provide schools with a
renewable energy source of timber and
firewood. This offers financial saving for
the school and will reduce the pressure on
external provisions of firewood from the
protected forest. The exotic species Casuarina
equisetifolia is planted, mostly because it is
fast growing, produces timber of high density,
the branches produce really good firewood,
the roots of the tree are nitrogen fixers and
when cut down it naturally grows again.
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Community
Health
Programme
MKT’s community health service project (CHSP)
was established in 2014. The project empowers
local community members living around the
mountain by providing health care services,
including HIV testing and family planning.
An integral part of the project is the work of the
Community Health Workers (CHWs) who are selected
and trained from the large number of women who were
working on the reforestation project. CHW’s live and
work in their villages to provide support and advice at the
grassroots level.

“To be engaged in the economic sphere,
to create income, to contribute to family
health and well-being and to the country’s
development, we must have family planning
services.

”

Roman Tesfaye, Ethiopia’s former First Lady

Clinics are held for two weeks every month at different
locations on the mountainside and all are supported by
the Ministry of Health (MoH), Kenya.
Most communities living near Mt Kenya Forest
Reserve are either unaware, misinformed or lack adequate
information on conservation matters around them. In
addition, the more rural the location the less opportunity

“When women have the power to make
choices about their families, they tend
to decide precisely what demographers,
economists, and development experts
recommend. They invest in the long-term
human capital of their families.

”

Melinda Gates,
Co-founder of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

women have to access family planning, resulting in higher
rates of fertility. Women in these areas often have many
more children than they want or can afford. With little
or no income, these families rely on natural resources to
sustain them and with a rapidly expanding population the
natural environment is placed under enormous pressure,
making an already difficult life harder still.
By using CHSP, we gain attention and a platform
to empower and create awareness to the mountain
communities.
The fact that the availability of family planning services
saves lives has long been accepted. Where women
have access to these services, children and families are
healthier, and society at large benefits.”– Martha Plimpton,
American actress and reproductive rights advocate
In 2018, MKT alongside the MoH conducted 82
health clinics in Meru, Tharaka Nithi, Embu and Kirinyaga
Counties, as well as offering door to door services with 17
community mobilisers in the field.
Over 27,000 people received health care services
during the year ranging from HIV testing and counselling,
curative services, family planning, diabetes care and
cancer screening.

Kanana’s story
‘I have nine children and I don’t want more. I almost
lost my life when giving birth to my last born and I
don’t want this to happen again.’
Kanana was referred to our clinics by our CHW.
She received an IUD. The 41 year old is a subsistence
farmer and is part of the MKT agroforestry site at
Imenti forest. Being a low-income earner, the roughly
800KSh (USD$8) required to travel and register at the
hospital is too expensive for her to afford.
Above: Outreaches
were conducted in 2018
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With Gratitude

MKT is grateful to the partners, individuals, trusts and charities locally and from around
the world who supported our efforts in 2018. Thank you for believing in our work. While
we cannot acknowledge everyone individually here, please know we are thankful for your
generosity and depend entirely on your support to conserve our great mountain.

Batian ($50,000+)
Friends of Nairobi Sailing and Sub
Aqua Club
United States Fish and Wildlife
Service
International Tree Foundation
CHASE Africa
African Fund for Endangered Wildlife
Minara Foundation

Nelion ($10,000+)
Tropic Air
Anonymous
Timaflor
Disney: Reverse the Decline.
World Conservation Society
Eden Wildlife Trust
Lewa Wildlife Conservancy
Tusk Trust
Hugh Sloane
The Elephant Cooperation
European Outdoor Conservation
Association
Thin Green Line
International Elephant Foundation
Zurich Zoo
Safarilink

Lenana
David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust
Kisima Farm
Marania Farm
Ol Donyo Farm
Bunson Travel

Mountain Clubs of Kenya
Maggie and Tim Hobbs
Friends of Africa
Friends of Environment
Conservation Trust
Sukuma Twende
The Rufford Foundation
The Safari Collection

EVENT SPONSORS
British Army Training UK
Safarilink
Bayer
Dormans
KFC
CBA
Rift Valley Adventures
Agventure
Gundua
Sirai House
Ol Pejeta
The Dip Station
Delia’s Ice Cream
Tambuzi
Raka Cheese
Hampton School
Highlands
Shimano
Borana Conservancy
BAOA
BornFree
Ngare Ndare Forest Trust
Pelican Signs
Express Auto

donations in
kind
Elephants and Bees Project:
Save the Elephants
Greystones Ltd
Cookswell Jikos
Lights for Learning
The Equine Dentists
Morten Jensen
Daniel Nicole
Hilde VanLeeuwe
Olly Keeble
Martin Dyer
Delulu Upson
Anne Tissier

partners
Kenya Wildlife Service
Kenya Forest Service
Rhino Ark
Kisima Farm
Marania Farm
Tropic Air
Greystone Ltd
Borana Conservancy
African Ascents
Lewa Wildlife Conservancy
Tambuzi Farm
One Stop
Ragati Conservancy
Bongo Surveillance Project
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY
REVENUE
75,844,277 KSH
(100% donations & MKT fundraising)

EXPENSES

Breakdown

KSh

Direct Project Costs

61,564,288

Administration & Salaries Costs

14,279,989

		

75,844,277

WAYS OF GIVING
MKT offers a range of options to support our mountain
conservation work. To learn more, visit our website at
www.mountkenyatrust.org
E: info@mountkenyatrust.org
T: +254 718 235 936
MKT is registered under the UK Charity Commission
number 1175321. Contributions may qualify for Gift Aid.
Please go to VirginGivingMoney to support MKT in
the UK or contact the uk@mountkenyatrust.org
All annual audits are available on our website at
www.mountkenyatrust.org
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Patchwork of tea fields
bordering the Mt Kenya forest.

Contact us on:
info@mountkenyatrust.org
www.mountkenyatrust.org
www.10to4.org
Photo credits©: Maurice Schutgens, African Ascents, Bongo Surveillance Project, Mount Kenya Trust.

